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Executive Summary

This report addresses the issue of the continuing illegal trade in rhinoceros horn' It is widely

believed that this trade is responsible for the ong-oinglors of wild populations of all five extant

rhino specier. nhro*e killei by poache* to ttippfyixisting ton"ttt markets with horn (and

sometimes other products). Rhino horn is used for ornamentll purposes in the Middle East' and

as an ingredient in traditional Chinese medicines'

For almost two decades, governments have attempted various measures to restrict the world trade

in rhino horn. Central to these efforts is CITES, the Convention on International Trade in

Endangered Species. since 1g77, CITES has listed a[ rhino species on its Appendix 1, thereby

banning the international trade in rhino proauo, between all its member countries' subsequently'

CITES has recommended increasingly orartic actions, which include subjecting nonparticipating

countries to political and economii pressure. To date, none of the attempted measures has led

to the successful reduction of poaching to sustainable levels; wild rhino populations have simply

declined further since 1977'

In recent years, some southern African countries have questioned the policy of a trade ban' As

an alternative, they have suggested establishing a controlled legal trade in rhino products'

proposals ,o ,o,,'rir.*e a le!'u trade were fierJely resisted at the last GITES Conference of

parties, and continue to be rejected uv rnunv conse*ationists' opponents of these proposals fear

the outcome of such a policy; they argue irrat it may lead to inciiased poaching. proponents of

irr. pori"v argue that iiwill aiteuiut. the problem. The debate continues.

Should a legal trade in rhino horn be allowed, and how would it affect future rhino conservation

efforts? we address this question by analysing the problem economically. our analysis draws on

different facets of current economic ttrintiig to consider the various aspects of this issue" In

particular, we consider economic theories aeailg with the incentives of individuals under different

regulatory and institutional environments. suih theories allow us to examine the dynamics of

illegal markets - supprv 
""4 

demand factors, and the incentives for criminal behaviour'

There is little previous work on our specific topic, but much has been written on related subjects'

We have consulted extensive literature on all known aspects of the rhino horn trade, as well as

applications of economics to related issues such as poiching, smuggling' corruption' and the

effects of bans on other products such as ivory, alcohol and narcotics.

work on the economics of crime and prohibition provides several important insights. First, the

most effective deterrent to poaching is'a tigt prouauitity of early interception' If this probability

is low, even very severe penalties, such-as death, may not be sufiicient to prevent poaching'

Second, trigt, penJii., ro, illegal activity may not be 1 effective as they seem' Judges are

reluctant to pass severe sentences without irrefutabre evidence, so the probability of conviction

may be reduced by high penalties. Long prison sentences are also heavily discounted by criminals'

further reducing their deterrent effect'

History has shown that prohibition is ineffective when the demand for the banned product is

substantiar. The situation is aggravated if the demand for the product is "price-inelastic" at black
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market prices' under these conditions, trade.bans simply cause concentration of supply in theillegal sector' well-organised criminal. syndicates roirn, o.u.loping affiliations with corruptgovernment officials'. By controlling supply, these syndicates can make substantial profits. Thesefactors have resulted in certain bans (such as alcoirol prohibition) being unenforceable.

The recent ban on ivory-has been widely hailed as a success, but we attribute this to a consequentreduction of consumer demand rather than effective enforcement. other bans in wildlife productshave been less successful. Even without bans, smuggling and illegal transactions take place,especially in countries where there are weak institutions o-r economic distortions such as tradebarriers or foreign exchange controls. This is only prevented by removal of all distortions and thestrengthening of relevant institutions (such as legal ownership rights).

Available information and data analyses of the rhino horn market show that underlying consumerdemand is extensive and ingrained in local culture. unlike ivory, a ban is unlikely to greatly affectconsumers' attitudes to the product. consequently, trade will continue on th; black market, asis already evident' Furthermore, there is evidence ruig"rting that demand may be price-inelasticat black market prices in certain niche markets. Thi;, coribined with other evidence of marketconcentration, speculative stockpiling and comrption, leads us to suspect that the ban may beunenforceable. It may simply result in further.nino pou.t ing.

our analysis of the rhino horn trade leads us to the following conclusions: First, it is unlikely thatexisting measures are sufficient to reduce poaching of wilJrhinos to sustainable levels. For theban to be successful, it will be necessary to change the attitudes of consumers - by persuasionand/or by providing suitable substitutes. This miy u. porriut., but.we are concerned that thecosts of rendering such measures effective may be prohibitive. Second, conservation agenciescould benefit greatly if they were to sell their siocts of horn regally at market prices, and spendthe proceeds on anti-poaching measures. However, thir dli;y would need to be maintained intothe long term to ensure continuing effectivenes n*pioyi"L trti, only as a short-term measuremay be counterproductive, because it could_ .n.ourugl ir.the, speculative illegal activity.similarly' other short-term attempts to manipulate the mlket would probably fail.

ffi3:":::::."ff:ilji:1."q:'":* :lfl": horn at prices.far berow current market revers, forthree reasons. First, there may be a substantial irr' I'DL' rrr'rs ulay oe a suostantlal mcrease in the quantity of rhino horn demandedby consumers at such prices. Second, we do not know how illesal soecrrlaforq rwnrrrrr "o"^^-, *.-lillegal speculators would respond to
lT:::1;l:y^:,"y::11o:,.:1"*o'estoincrease,d;;;;;;:;ii,##-;ff ,'.'I;H#
il:ffi l,::ti:T,:T'^T:"*::"-1T-d:*:,'u'k:tp.i."*iri;;;;;;;'i##":'J;continued spending on in situ protection wil remain essentiar.

A legal trade in horn of African rhino species is unlikely to have a negative impact on populationsof the Asian species,.and may have aslightly positiv! effect (by gradually lowering the price ofthe substitute African.horn). However, Asian iung. states must arways provide adequate in situprotection to their rhino populations - regardless of whether trade is"lelal or iitegat.
Careful consideration should be given to the proposals of southern African states to resume alegal trade, especially since those states no* hu.bour over glyo of allwild African rhinos (and
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over T1yoof the global population). The current CITES policy that encourages destruction of

legally-held rhino horn stockpiles is inappropriate, and should be revoked'

To conclude, there are two possible alternatives for future policy. The first is to intensi$r effiorts

to reduce demand for rhino products, and the second is to establish an appropriately regulated

legal trade in rhino horn. Having analysed the market carefully, we believe that the legal trade

op'tion may be a more prugrnuii. stiategy, given existing conservation budget constraints'
However, we concede thai a &amatic reduction in consumer demand may be a viable alternative,
if consumers can be persuaded to change their habits at reasonable cost'
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6 Economic Analysis of Illegal Markets

There is not much literature analysing illegal markets in wildlife products from an economic
perspective. For this reason, we consider some of the more general literature on the economics
of illegal markets, covering issues such as crime, smuggling and the effects of prohibition. By
examining information and data pertaining to other markets, we gain many useful insights into the
nature ofthe illegal trade in rhino horn. Where previous work on the rhino horn trade has shown
parallels with other illegal markets in the literature, these are noted.

6.1 The economics of crime

In recent years economics has been applied to topics not previously considered within its realm.
Crime is one such field examined by several economists (notably Nobel laureates Gary Becker and
George Stigler). We can learn lessons from their studies of property crime in the USA and, with
caveats, apply these to the study of poaching, smuggling and the other illegal activities that arise
from rhino horn trade.

Previous studies of wildlife law enforcement discuss the economics of crime in some detail (see
Leader-Williams and Milner-Gulland 1993). These analyses examine the input of economists to
the study, but ignore recent advances from the legal profession.

The literature suggests that a decrease in crime occurs when there is a perceived:

decrease in the profit from the crime (Becker 1968, Erhlich 1973),
increase in the probability of detection (Barnett 1993);
increase in the probability of capture (Barnett 1993);
increase in the probability of punishment (Barnett 1993);
increase in the severity of punishment (Waldfogel 1993);
increase in the opportunity cost of crime through improved wages elsewhere (Cook
re77).

Wildlife agencies can materially affect the first three and can use the political process to influence
tD and v); vi) is outside their influence except in the immediate vicinity of protected areas, where
local inhabitants'involvement in rhino conservation schemes could increase the opportunity cost
of crime.

Offenders respond to incentives in broadly the same way as those engaged in strictly legitimate
activities - they have no unique motivation (Ehrlich 1973). It is therefore likely that as an illegal
actMty becomes more profitable relative to a legal activity, more illegal activity will take place.

An increase in the probability of detection does reduce poaching, but not necessarily the capture
of poachers. This presents an interesting dilemma: once a gang is detected, they flee; if
enforcement agents attempt to capture them, injury or death may occur to both parties, and during
that time other gangs may be operating successfully elsewhere.

D
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
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6.1. 1 Sentence severity

Increasing sentences is superficially costless, as the effort involved in changing to a higher
mandatory penalty is minimal. However, there is no consensus as to the efficiency of increasing
the severity of punishment - whether it has a deterrent effect is uncertain.

The expected profit from rhino horn poaching and smuggling is a function of the expected net
revenue from the activity, minus the expected costs of punishment. The expected costs are the
perceived probability ofbeing convicted multiplied by the severity of the sentence. Increasing the
punishment should increase the expected costs, and thus reduce the expected profits from
poaching. Therefore, in theory, raising the mandatory custodial sentence should reduce poaching
and smuggling. However, the reduction in poaching may be less than expected, because an
offender's a priori perception of the severity of a penalty will depend on his time horizon - how
much he values the present over the future, and how far into the future he looks (Leader-Williams
and Milner-Gulland 1 993).

For example, if the probability of punishment is 0.4 and the severity is I year in jail, then the
expected cost is 0.4 years. If the probability is 0.2 and the severity is 2 years in jail, then the
expected cost is agun}.4 years. However, if a poacher discounts the future, then the second year
in prison is valued considerably less than the first, sohe will prefer the combination of a longer
sentence and a lower chance of punishment.

Barnett (1993), a public prosecutor in the US for many years, states that for most criminals the
discount rate is large, with a time horizon of only a few weeks. The discount rate for many
Africans is likely to be as high if not higher than in the US. Therefore, long prison sentences will
be heavily discounted.

6.1.2 Fines and imprisonment

The two chief penalties are fines and imprisonment. Becker (1968) argues that fines may be
superior because they provide revenue to the State for the trial process, and a direct transfer
payment from offender to victim (i.e. the state, which frequently claims ownership of animals).
Prison sentences, by contrast, are expensive to administer, causing taxpayer burdens. They are
costly to the criminal as earnings in jail are usually reduced, and future earnings may be impaired
by having a criminal record @hrlich 1973). On the other hand, poaching fines may be paidby an
intermediary or "middleman" and consequently the deterrent effect of a fine may be minimal.

TheZambian government, encouraged by wildlife agencies, has stipulated mandatory 5-15 year
prison sentences for elephant and rhino offenders. However, the maximum sentence ever imposed
was 36 months. Magistrates considered that offenders captured in possession of ivory oirhino
hom could not be proven to be involved in illegal trafficking (Leader-Williams, Albon and Berry
1ee0).

Magistrates may not uphold the legislated mandatory sentences for rhino poachers, but they do
appreciate the reality of the law. They know that the probability of punishment and the severity
of punishment are not independent factors. Barnett (1993) explains that as the severity of
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punishment increases (especially from a fine to a lengthy prison sentence) the quality of the
evidence needed to convict the criminal increases. Consequently, judges or magistrates are more
likely to find criminals innocent if the mandatory sentence is 10 years in jail than if it is a $100
fine. Magistrates are wary of condemning innocent people to severe sentences on flimsy evidence.
Therefore, having large penalties may be counterproductive.

Despite this, most African and Asian range states have attempted to increase the severity of
punishment - probably because of the low cost and high profile of this "action". However, the
probability of conviction has not increased, and may have been reduced in many cases.

Stiff sentencing may be even more counterproductive if those penalties are applied across all
forms of illegal hunting activities. Il for example, local hunters are subject to a custodial sentence
for killing any megafauna, they may as well kill rhinos, which have the potential to yield higher
returns than other species. With stiff penalties the overall level of crime may fall, but that of
serious crime (i.e. rhino exploitation) would probably increase (see Stigler 1970).

It has been suggested that the impact of the shoot-to-kill policies in Kenya, Zimbabwe and Zaire
may be turning local hunters into serious poachers (Leader-Williams and Milner-Gulland 1993).
As yet, there is no evidence to support this assertion, though it would follow Stigler's argument.

In conclusion, what is clear is that the severity of punishment is far less of a deterrent than an
increased detection rate (Avio and Clark 1978, Ehrlich 1973). The early detection of poaching
gangs and smuggling rings is therefore likely to be a far more effective option for preventing rhino
exploitation than increasing the penalties these offenders face.

The economics of bans

Banning substances, trade, or any other entity alters the incentives faced by individuals. Economic
analysis of such prohibition can give us insights into what may happen to the supply of, and
demand for, banned entities. Supporters of banning trade in endangered species, like those in
favour of drug prohibition, claim that the benefits of such action are undeniable and self evident
(ostrowski 1989). In this section we consider to what extent this is true.

Prohibition is designed to curtail the supply, exchange and use of a good or service, with the
ultimate goal of extinguishing its consumption. Prohibition terminates the normal market process
(see Section 3.7) and replaces it with a black market, where risk-taking individuals profit from
supplying the product at an inflated price.

Bureaucrats are unable to benefit directly from this process they establish. However, profit
opporrunities can be extended to them by black marketeers, in return for protection and immunity.
Bribery and comrption are unintended but nonetheless expected results of government
intervention (Thornton I 99 1b).

Prohibition is essentially a supply-reduction policy. Its effect is felt by making it more difficult
for "producers" to supply the particular product to the market. It has little influence on demand
because it does not change tastes or incomes of consumers directly. As supply is decreased,
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however, the price ofthe product will rise, the quantity demanded will fall, and demand will shiftto close substitutes (Thornton l99lb).

The key to the result of a ban is the strength of final (consumer) demand for the banned product,and the availability of substitutes. If demand is strong, one would expect consumers to attemptto acquire the product even when it becomes illegai (for some products, demand may evenincrease slightly, due to the thrill of "forbidden frult").'The stability of the ban depends on theability of concerned groups, commercial_interests, p.orurrionul organisations and bureaucraciesto form effective coalitions against suppliers and consumers of the product.
Penalties, such as fi.n9s and jail terms, are established to discourage activity in the market.Enforcement of prohibition requires the extensive use of significant resources to make thepenalties effective.

Figure 3 (below) shows the typical effect of a ban on the price of a banned product, and thequantity consumed' As resources are allocated to enforcement, and the baniakes effect, thesupply ofthe product is reduced (the supply curve ss shifts to theleft s,s,). A new equilibriumB is reached as marginal users switch tolower-valued substitutes8. ihe 
".*'.qrlibrium is at ahigher price and lower quantity (p'>p & e'<e).

Price

Fig. 3

P'
P

aQ' Quantity

t
I
t

Bans are frequently most successful in their early stages. It is likely that excess law-enforcementcapacity and the abstention of marginal users make the initial effort highly effective. However.

8 As mentioned in section 3'2, equilibria are never actuany reached. The diagram providesan impression of the likely direction of .hung.. It d;;;"t attempt to explain the marketdynamics' The market's tendency for conection takes place under conditions of imperfectknowledge. corrections take time and are rarely recognised immediatelv.
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after the initial phase, the price of additional enforcement increases and its effect diminishes, since
the remaining users value the good highl/.

This relative failure that follows the initial success usually leads to a call for more resources to be
diverted to the enforcement process. Some of this extra enforcement expense is to address the
problems created by the bureaucracy itself (see Section 6.2.2), thereby exacerbating the problem.
The connection between the perceived need for policy response and more intervention comes
from the institutional-based incentives of political agents. The tendency for the bureaucracy to
grow exists because bureaucrats do not recognize (or acknowledge) any of the failure as the result
of their own activities.

6.2.1 Prohibition and crime

The black markets that result from prohibition institutionalise criminal exchanges. These
exchanges often involve violent criminal acts. Bans invariably result in organised crime gangs
who use violence to enforce contracts. maintain market share, and defend sales territories
(Thornton 1991b).

Bans create new profit opportunities for offenders and non-offenders. The expected increase in
crime due to prohibition is a function both of the degree of enforcement and the underlying
demand for the banned product (Thornton 1991b).

Existing criminals can increase the number of crimes they commit or alter the type of crime
committed. New criminals may emerge largely from within the group of consumers of the banned
product. They will do this because of the new profit opportunity, but also because as the price
of the product rises, it reduces the amount of money available to spend on other products.
According to Becker (1968), those with higher real incomes are more averse to crime, on
average. The decreased real income from prohibition makes illegal income more attractive. At
the margin, criminals will be created because of the lower risk aversion associated with the lower
real income group (see Section 6.1).

6.2.2 Prohibition and com:ption

Some ofthose in power (police, politicians etc.), are likely to be attracted by the large potential
gains from illegal activity. A minority of enforcement agents will always decide that the monetary
benefit of a bribe is more important than the moral cost and legal risk, particularly when it
becomes clear that their legitimate enforcement efforts have been futile (Kyvig 1979).

Benson (1981) defines comrption as the illegal sale of property rights. He sees comrption as
rational (following the self-interests of bureaucrats), and systemic. Corruption allows the

n This is an example of the law of diminishing marginal utility as outlined in section 1.3.
To approach full enforcement of a ban becomes ever more expensive; consequently, prohibitions
are never fully enforced in democratic nations.
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transaction of property rights controlled by govemment officials, and will tend to increase as more
control is given to those officialsl0.

The extent of corruption also depends on the relative benefit of the illegal activity to the
bureaucrat. This may be reflected by the degree to which the price of a banned product is inflated
on the black market. As enforcement increases, the costs of avoiding detection rise, and so with
it, the price of the product. As the price rises, the risks of illegal operators being apprehended
increase, but there is also a greater incentive for them to provide payoffs to public officials. Well-
established operators benefit from increasing risk because it eliminates competing marginal
players, thus enabling them to establish greater monopolistic power.

The paradox for legislators is that as the enforcement effort increases, corruption (bribing
officials) becomes the most certain method for illegal operators to avoid detection. Consequently,
comrption tends to increase with greater enforcement even if revenues to the illegal activity fall
(Thornton 1991b). Once an illegal operator establishes a relationship with a public official, the
official becomes more responsive to him than to the general public.

As a by-product, instances of other serious crimes increase as enforcement resources are diverted
to control prohibition-induced comrption. In sum, comrption impedes the goals of prohibition
and makes the reduction of consumption more difficult.

6.2.3 Empirical evidence: alcohol prohibition

In the previous sections we discuss the changes in incentives that individuals face when bans
occur. We now consider available empirical evidence. Before looking at bans on animal
products, where the data are scanty at best (see Chapter 8 for our analysis of the rhino horn data),
we examine the effects of bans where the data are far more substantial.

The most notorious ban was the alcohol "Prohibition" of the 1920s and early 1930s in the USA.
Data sets related to Prohibition provide the best test of our analysis; there are data from before
the ban, lower quality data from during the ban, and data from after the repeal.

The aim of Prohibition was to reduce the quantity of alcohol consumed, and thereby increase
productivity in the economy. The ban had the desired effect in the first year, although the
depression of l92l probably reduced alcohol demand (Thornton 1991a). After the imposition of
Prohibition, alcohol prices increased by an average of 35OYo, with lager beer prices rising 600%.

Despite these substantial price increases, estimated alcohol consumption was virtually at its pre-
ban level within three years of implementation. Estimated total expenditures on alcohol increased
dramatically (Warburton 1932). Because ofthe need to hide alcohol, many people switched from

to Sisk (1952) has analyzed how com.rption actually reduces the direct cost of government,
by supplementing salaries. In developing countries it may even form a primary method of public
finance, alongside taxation, borrowing and inflation (Gyawali, forthcoming).
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beers to spirits. This consumption of concentrated alcohol was detrimental to health and actually
reduced productivity - the opposite of the ban's intended outcome.

As predicted by the above theory, the ban had far wider effects. Before repeal, the US
government realized that the Prohibition bureaucracy was particularly susceptible to illegal
activity. Conspiracies were nationwide in extent; they were prolific, organised, well-financed and
cleverly conducted (USA 1927).

We have modelled certain aspects of Prohibition, based on available data. Model specification
and other details appear in Appendix B on page 85 of this report.

6.2.3.1 Effects of Prohibition on crime and enforcement

Following the implementation of Prohibition, crime increased dramatically and the homicide rate
went up for eleven consecutive years. Model 81.1 (Appendix B, page 85) shows that the
significance of the impact of Prohibition on the homicide rate is beyond doubt. On average, 32
US citizens were murdered out of every 1,000,000 as a result of the ban. Over its entirety,
Prohibition may have caused approximately 50,000 murders.

Model 81.2 perhaps provides more interesting results. It appears that the increases in expenditure
on law enforcement between 1902 and 1944 had absolutely no effect on the homicide rate.
Increases in expenditure probably went on countering the corruption problems caused by
Prohibition," rather than on reducing violent crime.

During Prohibitiorq the size of bureaucracies increased dramatically. Employment in the customs
service increased by 45o/o, while its budget increased by 123%; the coast guard had equivalent
increases of 188% and 500%o; more prison guards were sought, as numbers of federal prisoners
went up 56106.

6.2.3.2 Efilects of Prohibition on consumption and demand

A reduction in consumption would be expected immediately following a ban, as an entirely new
network - an underground economy of producers and intermediaries - would need to develop to
replace the legal producers. In the case of Prohibition, such a network was established within
three years, and supply continued through different channelsrr. Although it is most likely that the
quantity of alcohol consumed fell during this period, the important question is: did Prohibition
affect the underlying demand for alcohol? How were people's tastes affected by the ban?

Model 82 (page 86) attempts to answer this question. The data for the exact consumption of
alcohol during the ban are difficult to discern, and can only be calculated from alcohol-related
death rates and inputs to the alcohol process, such as hops, which are used solely in alcohol
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manufacture.t' Consequently, the data before and after the ban are more reliable. Ignoring the
data during Prohibition (1919-1933 inclusive), an interesting picture emerges. The income
elasticity of demand for beer (i.e. the change in demand for beer brought about by a change in
income) before Prohibition was almost identical to that after its repeal. This shows that the
underlying relationship between income and demand for alcohol did not change - it appears that
people's desire for alcohol remained fairly constantr3.

We can thus conclude that the underlying aggregate demand for alcohol probably never fell during
Prohibition; there was just less alcohol available.

According to the data, the income elasticity of demand for beer fell during Prohibition; i.e.
increases in income led to relatively less money being spent on beer. Model 83 suggests that this
was because consumers switched to substitute goods. During the prohibition years the use of
alcohol substitutes, such as tobacco and narcotics, increased considerably. Model B3 shows the
significant role that the increase in the price of beer played on the quantity of tobacco consumed.
The implication is that as the beer price increased (due to prohibition-induced scarcity), more
tobacco was demanded. Lack of data prohibits modelling the effects on the demand for narcotics.

We used model 84 to find the implied own-price elasticity of demand for beer. The pre-
Prohibition results indicate that demand for beer was slightly price-inelastic. This implies that it
was seen as more of a necessity, rather than a luxury good. It was probably seen as a regular part
of a diet. This implies that drastic price increases would be needed to see a significant reduction
in the quantity demanded.

During Prohibition, the price of beer became insignificant in determining the quantity of beer
demanded (the price appeared to become irrelevant). This observation could be due to poor
quallty data, but it could also be because individuals wanted to continue consuming beer. Some
were prepared to pay very high prices for it, despite the risks involved.

6.2.4 Empirical evidence: other markets

Two other markets are worth considering briefly: illegal drugs and gambling. The pattern of
effects of Prohibition has been repeated with recent intensification of efforts to ban narcotics. Use
of drugs has not fallen and violence among suppliers has increased (Ostrowski 1989).
Unfortunately, we were unable to find substantial reliable data on the narcotics trade because of
the covert and sensitive nature of this market, but the literature does contain limited data and
much anecdotal evidence.

12 Data on beer are more reliable than on wine and spirits, so we have used beer as a
proxy for all alcohol. This does limit the analysis but should provide statistically significant results
nonetheless.

13 Alcohol consumption per capita hardly changed from 1890 to 1950 (although there was
a move to more expensive, better quality products), but there is no doubt that the total amount
of alcohol produced was greater after Prohibition, due to an increase in population.
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Simon and Witte (1982) examine the US markets for heroin, cocaine and marijuana. Although
targely descriptive, their work does show a trend in the marijuana market: after nationwide
increases in penalties for possession (between 1969 and 1972), estimated annual marijuana
consumption increased considerably (it doubled from I97T to 1977). Arrests and seizures also
increased, as did market prices.

Reuter and Kleiman (1986) present more recent information. Between 1980 and 1984
enforcement effort was substantially increased. Federal drug enforcement expenditure rose from
US$ 537 million in 1980, to US$ 1,210 million in 1984. During this time, retail prices of heroin
barely changed, retail prices of cocaine actually dropped and, although difficult to estimate,
average retail prices of marijuana are also thought to have dropped in relative termsra. There are
no consumption figures for this period, but consumption levels did not drop significantly, and may
have increased in the case of cocaine.

Reuter and Kleiman (1986) discuss the probable demand characteristics of the three drugs. They
conclude that the price elasticity of demand for heroin is moderately high, but is lower for cocaine,
and low for marijuana (i.e. demand for marijuana is price-inelastic at cuffent price levels). They
conclude further that intensifying enforcement is unlikely to reduce consumption of marijuana;
where decreases in marijuana consumption have been recorded, these are probably attributable
to changes in attitudes towards the health effects of its use, rather than enforcement success.

The evidence on the narcotics trade supports the notion that bans are futile in the face of price-
inelastic demand. Massive resources are spent on enforcement, without materially affecting
consumption. Increased enforcement also has two perverse consequences: first, by criminalising
activity and raising retail prices, it raises general crime levels; second, by reducing competition
among suppliers, it leads to concentration of criminal activity into organised syndicates.

Dixon (1991) discusses regulation of betting and gambling activity in the UK. As early as 1853,
betting was suppressed through legislation, and in 1906, the so-called Street Betting Act
prohibited certain activities altogether. At that time, the Home Office believed that betting caused
crime and other social problems, although it never proved such a causal connection (it deemed
such proofto be unnecessary). Following the 1906 Act, it was generally accepted that gambling
actually increased. The Home Office was unable to refute this, but it did present new arguments
as to why prohibition was necessary.

Eventually, the police expressed extreme dissatisfaction with the 1906 Act, and asked for betting
to be decriminalized. According to the police, the Act was unenforceable - they were simply
unable to control or suppress betting activity. Attempts at enforcement had led to allegations of
com;ption, complaints about inequality of the law, waste of resources, and negative impacts on
the public image and morale ofthe police force. Suppression of betting was finally acknowledged
to be "practically and politically impossible" (Dixon 1991). Prohibition was abandoned and
replaced with administrative regulation. .

14 The difficulty in estimating marijuana prices results from the wide variation in quality,
which affects prices. Qualrty is measured by the content of the active chemical ingredient "THC".
THC levels in marijuana appear to be rising over time, which implies that quality is improving.
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In conclusion, bans are extremely costly, in both financial and human terms, if the underlying
demand for the product cannot be extinguished or at least reduced significantly. Simply
witnessing a reduction in quantity consumed is not sufficient to assume a reduction in demand.
Similarly, price changes cannot be attributed to shifts in underlying demand alone; the dynamic
nature of the illegal market needs to be considered. It is important to assess the nature of
underlying demand, by analysing factors such as price elasticity. During a ban, factors such as a
shift to close substitute products are useful indicators of this.

6.2.5 Empirical evidence: wildlife products

There are numerous bans on the trade in wildlife products; thousands of species are listed on the
CITES appendices alone. Unfortunately, there are very few economic analyses or evaluations of
the effects of these bans. This is surprising, since the international trade in wildlife products is
generally considered to be one of the world's largest black markets. This dearth of relevant
information suggests that conservationists are particularly ignorant on this crucial subject.

Probably the most closely studied example has been the recent CITES Appendix I listing of the
African elephant, which appears to have had some success in reducing the ivory trade.
Campaigners vigorously put their case for changing ivory buyers' attitudes and, in western
countries, were highly successful (Redmond and Martin 1992). The resulting reduction in demand
led to a substantial drop in ivory prices, and appears to have reduced poaching and illegal trade.

However, it is not clear that the low level of ivory trade will prevail indefinitely. There is some
residual demand, the extent ofwhich is not known. It is possible that demand may increase again
in the future and, as stockpiles are reduced, prices could increase too. The effect of the ban on
prices of raw ivory in Africa also varies from place to place, as does the effect on poaching levels
(see Dublin and Jachmann 1992). Most elephant range states support the ban, but several do not.
Some southern African states have accumulated stockpiles of ivory, and are keen to resume
trading.

It is too early to say that the ivory ban was an unqualified and sustainable success. While it may
have served a purpose as a short-term measure, its rationale is preservationist in nature, and it may
not achieve the long-term objective of effective elephant conservation. This is because it
effectively reduces the value of live elephants to society (see Chapter 2). If we ignore long-term
conservation objectives, however, it could be argued that the ban has achieved the short-term
objective of significantly reducing trade.

The ban on rhino horn has not been a success, as demand has not been affected to the same
degree as ivory. This lack of success has been partly attributed to the fact that certain countries
have failed to put forward culture-specific public relations campaigns to change the habits of rhino
horn users (Redmond and Martin 1992). However, it is not clear whether such campaigns would
ever be effective. The type of demand for rhino products may be the significant reason 6r the
ban's failure. Ivory is regarded primarily as a luxury good; it is certainly not a necessity. Rhino
horn is seen by many consumers as being, if not a necessity, at least of great benefit to them as
a medicine. The pharmaceutical use of rhino horn is ingrained in Chinese culture (China I993a).
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Although the use of rhino horn substitutes has not been well documented, it has been the focus
of recent attention. The horns of antelope, water buffalo and cow reduce fever and are effective
substitutes, but they must be used in much larger quantities (But, Lung and Tam 1990). In 1987,
CITES Resolution Conf 6.10 encouraged the use of substitutes for rhino products, but this is no
longer referred to in recent documentation (see CITES 1993b). This apparent change of policy
may have been brought about by the realisation that at least one substitute species, the saiga
antelope, is itself becoming threatened.

Swanson (forthcoming) analyses the economics ofthe international bird trade. He points out that
most of the revenues in this trade are appropriated at the importer level in the USA' where the
market is highly concentrated. Trappers and traders in source countries receive very small
portions of the total revenues generated. This inequitable state of affairs is detrimental to bird
conservation - since trappers and traders do not appreciate the full value of the resource, they
have limited incentives to conserve it. Swanson argues that the appropriate solution to this
problem is to modify institutions in source countries - restricting access and creating strong
property rights. Instead, the policy that has been selected is a trade ban.

The trade ban actually creates a worse situation. First, it does not help conserve the birds, who
are threatened by habitat loss as well as over-exploitation. Second, the resultant domestic
production of exotic birds in consumer countries is unlikely to satis$r the full extent of demand
for variety, so illegal trade will continue. Third, the economic injustice of the existing trade
becomes institutionalised; the minimal benefits that were flowing to source countries are
effectively removed altogether. Thus, in the case of the bird trade, a ban does not appear to be
a sensible policy.

The analyses presented here could be applied more generally to other species trade issues. There
are several current issues that deserve attention. Thriving illegal trades in products such as tiger
bones and bear gall bladders are seriously threatening wild populations of the affected species.
CITES Appendix I listings and other initiatives supporting the trade ban approach do not appear
to be having success with such species either. There certainly are some parallels between the
consumer market characteristics associated with these examples and those of commodities such
as alcohol and narcotics. These merit further investisation.

6.2.6 Bans on durable products

Bans on products that are not perishable, tend to encourage stockpiling. Stockpilers (or those
holding small quantities) perceive that these banned products increase in value each year, and
therefore provide an attractive financial return on investment. However, unlike other holders,
stockpilers may buy simply to create a global or local monopoly in the product so that they can
charge more for the product in the future. The closer to a monopoly the stockpiler gets, the more
incentive he has to pursue the purchase of the product. Where a resource is close to extinction,
as is the case with rhinos, the incentive to hoard is even greater. When a species becomes extinct,
the rapid fall in supply drives the price up exponentially (see Solow 1974).

CITES recognises the possibility of stockpiling; indeed, it is particularly worried about some Far
Eastern interests acquiring rhino horn. These interests may be speculating on the extinction of
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the rhino (CITES 1992). However, CITES' response in policy terms does not seem to concur
with economic reality. It has actively encouraged the destruction of legal stockpiles, a move that
will increase the black market value of the horn that remains. This process has been carried out
by some African governments, but few Asian governments. The Chinese goveffrment, for
example, thinks this is not an effective solution (China 1993a).

The South African government thinks it is a waste of resources (South Africa lgg}), and the
Korean government fitnly believes that holders of rhino horn stocks will never surrender them
(Korea 1993). The point raised by the Korean government is crucial. If private holders of rhino
horn do not relinquish their stocks, but governments destroy their stockpiles, the value of private
stocks increases. Therefore, the best policy is for individuals to hold on to the horn. A policy of
burning horn is likely to be counterproductive.

6.2.7 What happens when a ban is lifted?

There is little clear evidence on the effects of repealing bans. The only well-documented case is
the alcohol Prohibition in the US,\ and Dixon (1991) makes some comments on the repeal of
gambling laws in the UK.

Repeal is only considered an option after all other measures have failed (Thornton l99lb). Once
it was realized that the large quantity of alcohol captured by law enforcement was not a benefit
of Prohibition but a cost of encouraging a black market, repeal soon followed. The costs incurred
by police raids, arrests, legal proceedings and the loss of life, were contrasted against the
achievements of Prohibition, which were negligible.

Repealing Prohibition did not stop alcoholisrq but it did stop the problems caused by prohibition.
Violence fell, property crime was reduced, and the murder rate, which had risen for the previous
eleven years, fell for the next tenrs. The greatest fear of those opposing the repeal of prohibition -that alcohol consumption would soar - was not realised. The income elasiicity of demand for
alcohol was the same after the prohibition period as it had been before

The repeal of the prohibition of gambling came about after the police realised that they were
completely incapable of suppressing this activity (Dixon l99l). It was the police themselves whopressed for a change in approach, from prohibition to administrative iegulation. They saw
decriminalization as the only pragmatic option in the face of an unenfor..ibl" lu*. Gamblins
continues to be a popular activity in the UK today.

Commercial trade in the products of certain wildlife species has become institutionally legalised
in recent years. Examples include crocodile and ostrich products, and viguna wool. We were
unable to analyse sufficient information or data relevant to these cases, but they suggest that theremay be successful precedents for legalised trade in products of threatened wildlife species.

15It is possible that certain countries will repeal.bans on narcotics in the future, for similar
reasons (i.e. the high levels of violent crime associated with the illegal drugs trade).
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6.2.8 Smuggling and camouflaging

Even when trade in a product is legal, some underground trade and smuggling may occur (see
Simon and Witte 1982). This happens for numerous reasons. Products may have been illegally
obtained (i.e. stolen goods), or such trade may be aimed at avoiding one of many government
controls or regulations: to(es, duties, tarifls, trade quotas, foreign exchange controls, licences and
quality standards. It is well known that underground or "informal" economic activity is
considerable in certain countries, especially in the developing world. Even in Italy, a developed
country, one third of the labour force is estimated to be involved in the underground economy.

Although international trade is arguably somewhat easier to control than domestic trade,
smuggling of goods across borders is also considerable. Bhagwati and Hansen (1974) comment
that in 1971, some 20o/oto 25o/o of totatforeign trade in Afghanistan was believed to be smuggling
trade. They claim that this phenomenon is also significant in other Asian countries, notably
Indonesia, and many African countries. This view is supported by Chowdhury (1986), who
argues that the actual cost of smuggling in developing countries is low. Restrictive trade practices
in these countries only encourage further smuggling, and should be avoidedl6. Macroeconomic
policy adjustments such as exchange control reforms, reductions in tariffs and relaxation of quota
restrictions would be appropriate measures to reduce smuggling.

Some smuggling is conducted by agents who are involved in legal trade of the same good. This
is known as camouflaging (see Thursby, Jensen and Thursby 1991). The smuggled goods may
be traded at different prices to legally traded goods. This activity is a consequence of government
interventions in the market (such as high surcharges or quotas). There are various implications
associated with the existence of camouflaging, depending on the market structure.

Before the CITES ban on international trade in rhino horn" camouflaging was obviously rife. This
is suggested by the large disparities between declared imports and exports of certain countries
(see Leader-Williams 1992). Several importing nations charged import duties on rhino horn,
which certainly encouraged smuggling and under-declaration of imports. Also, customs
procedures in some countries were probably quite lax. If a regulated legal trade in rhino horn
were to be resumed, camouflaging could take place again (depending on the nature of regulatory
framework). We address this issue in Section 1 1.1.5.
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*w, Martin (I99za)argues that incentives for rhino poaching and
horn smuggling in African countries are increased by overvaluation of local currencies and strict
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t2 Conclusions

In this chapter, we highlight 14 key points that have emerged, and provide our recommendations.

l2.l The underlying (base-level) demand for rhino horn (and possibly other rhino
products) is high. This implies that banning trade only drives the market underground
and does not eliminate it. Consequently, we expect poaching of wild rhino populations
to continue.

12.2 Aggregate demand for rhino horn appears to be price-inelastic at high price levels.
The affluence of certain users, and their obvious reluctance to accept substitutes, imply
that increases in the price of horn will lead to proportionately smaller decreases in
consumption at high price levels. This effect is marked in Taiwan, and may be the case
in other affluent niche-markets.

12.3 Under the above circumstances, law enforcement efforts are costly, and likely to be
undermined by corruption. Evidence from other markets with similar characteristics,
such as the alcohol and narcotics markets suggest that trade bans on such products are
unenforceable.

12.4 Rapid, substantial increases in market values encourage stockpiling and speculative
investment. This speculation supports the demand for new supplies of horn, and
supports long term prices. Speculators operate on superior information; they are probably
the best judges of future trends in demand; if their actions are credible, we can expect
future supply to decrease at a faster rate than demand.

12.5 The illegal market for rhino horn is likely to become more concentrated. As
enforcement efforts are increased, marginal illegal operators are eliminated from the
market. The only survivors are professional crime syndicates, who use a combination of
bribery and violence to assert their dominance in the market, thereby acquiring monopoly
power. Such syndicates usually manage to obtain immunity from the law.

12.6 The above combination of factors creates a unique situation: reducing trade volume
is an irrelevant, if not counterproductive, objective under these circumstances.
Reducing the volume oftrade (using prohibition) does not affect underlying demand. This
policy pushes up the price considerably, encourages corruption, encourages speculative
stockpiling, and concentrates the market in the hands of a few professional criminals.
With considerable resources at their disposal, and the prospects of even higher profits if
rhino horn becomes scarcer, these criminals will pay increasing amounts to poachers.
Poaching pressure will increase.

12.7 The CITES policy to eliminate trade through prohibition will further threaten wild
rhino populations in the future. Both in the short term, and in the long term, the
CITES policy is inappropriate. In the short term it will lead to the perverse situation
described above. In the long term it will lower the perceived value of rhinos to their
custodians, lowering the incentives to conserve them rather than other species of greater
value (such as cattle).
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12.8 Burning stockpiles of confiscated horn may accelerate the depletion of wild rhino
populations. Reducing the potential future supply of rhino horn will simply increase the
value of existing illegal stockpiles of horq thereby concentrating wealth and market power
in the hands of criminals, who will probably use this to acquire more poached horn.

l2.g Establishing a controlled legal and sustainable trade in rhino horn and other
products is a possible solution, but only if correctly implemented. The only
alternative to trying to eliminate the market is to accept its existence, decriminalize rt, and
attempt to suppress continued illegal activity through legal competition. However, such
action would need to be carefully planned.

12.10 "Dumping" existing stockpiles of horn on the market would be counterproductive.
If conservation agencies sell all their stockpiles of horn at once, with no intention of
establishing an ongoing legal trading regime, speculators will buy them at low prices.
These speculators will stockpile horn, waiting for it to increase in value before selling it
again. Conservation agencies would not make significant profits, but speculators would.
Poaching may be reduced in the short term, but could then increase to even higher levels
as speculators realise their profits and the market price of horn increases again.

12.11 Predatoly pricing is a risky way to enter the rhino horn market. Even if a future
legal trading regime is envisaged, entering the market by selling horn at very low prices
is risky and may be counterproductive. First, as discussed above, speculators may buy up
supplies of horn and attempt to manipulate the market. There are insufficient "legal"
stockpiles to use these to undermine the market power of speculators. Second, underlying
demand is high and may be very elastic at low price levels, so much of the horn may be
acquired by new consumers, leaving demand levels from existing consumers unaffected.
Third, this policy is unlikely to be acceptable to the range states wanting to sell stocks, as
they would prefer to achieve the highest prices possible. If they do not do this, they miss
the opportunity to earn more revenue that could be used for rhino conservation.

12.12 Selling horn from African rhino species legally to the market is likely to have a
neutral to stightly favourable effect on threatened Asian rhino populations. Selling
African rhino horn to Middle-Eastern dagger handle markets would definitely have no
negative impact on Asian rhino populations, because this market does not use Asian horn.
Selling African horn to Oriental medicine markets may exert slight downward pressure on
the prices for Asian horn, this is because African horn is regarded as an inferior
substitute. Selling African horn to Oriental markets would be detrimental to Asian
species only if African and Asian horn were complements, which is most improbable.

12.13 The most effective approach to a legal trade would reduce unsustainable harvesting
through a combination of three factors: increasing supply, investing more in anti-
poaching measures (especially detection) and dehorning. Rhino conservation and
legal trade will be most effective if custodians dehorn their rhinos regularly, sell the horn
to the market, and reinvest the proceeds into anti-poaching measures. This will have the
combined effects of reducing market prices and increasing the cost of poaching. Reducing
market price alone is not likely to be very effective, especially when first establishing a
leeal market.
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12.14 The most effective legal trading regime will favour countries with well protected and
managed poputations. Populations outside protected areas are unlikely to survive
either with or without legal trade. The future success of in situ rhino conservation will
depend entirely on economic factors. If custodians are willing and able to invest sufficient
funds for anti-poaching measures, rhinos should survive. Custodians with better access
to funds are most likely to conserve their rhino populations effectively. Institutional
reforms that strengthen legal rights and the ability of custodians to appropriate value
directly from rhinos, will greatly help conservation.

12.15 Final recommendations

We believe that CITES Resolution Conf. 6.10 should be reviewed as soon as possible. The
destruction of rhino horn stockpiles should be discouraged, not encouraged" Owners of these
stockpiles should secure them from potential theft. CITES Parties should reconsider their
position on the trade in rhino horn, and consider a controlled legal trade as a policy option.

Future efforts should focus on one of two courses of action. If the ban continues, efforts should
probably be concentrated on reducing demand through inducement rather than coercion.
Consumers ofrhino products should be targeted and persuaded to switch to substitutes. We are
reluctant to recommend this course of action without further information on feasibility and costs.

The other alternative is to lift the ban and replace it with an appropriate regulatory structure.
Agalt, more research is needed to establish such a structure, but it may be advisable to establish
u iyp. of cartel for the initial stages of implementation (models such as the De Beers diamond
r.[ittg system are worth examining). In the longer term we believe that a competitive market is
likely to be the most appropriate structure. We recommend further research on this issue.

We suspect that lifting the ban on trade will be less costly in the long term than attempts to
eliminate demand, but feel that both options should be carefully evaluated before any decision is
made. We do not think that it is feasible to pursue both options simultaneously. The serious
establishment of a sustainable legal market is essentially incompatible with campaigns to eliminate
demand for the product.

Irrespective of which option is pursued, the most critical element of rhino conservation will
always be field enforcement effort, i.e, anti-poaching measures. Early detection is certainly the
most effective way to deter rhino poachers. This should be a priority for conservation funding.

We recognise that conservation funds are limited, and that current donors may not be sustainable
sources. We strongly recommend that conservationists give more thought to creating funding
opportunities that do not rely on the charity of external donors. If other funding sources are not
available, sustainable consumptive utilisation of wildlife must be considered as an option.

Finally, we recommend that the CITES Parties take decisive action on the issue of legal trade in
rhino hom within the next two years (i.e. at the lOth Conference of Parties). If no action is taken
soon, the last substantial wild rhino populations may be lost, and residual populations will
probably need intensive (and expensive) protection in small sanctuaries to ensure their survival.
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